
drime trife white chirt skirt lirt libe guibe tide

fline slide thirteen pide glide bike dirt splibe stride

gime tirl five prize bime kite inside sir cime

trife mirst stride drime dea steam fline pirst stride

white thirsty penue cue glead whip wheck zirst drime

drime stir resue argue heap whink wheel shirt guibe

rirst first biteen firl bird mird girl mirst pirst

skirt thirteen pirst shirt thirsty lirt bird dirt tirl

stride thirsty firl thirteen rirst dirt mird sir pide

guibe five dirt pirst thirsty skirt thirteen drime stride

Read the words in the grid below and use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture:

Phase 5

Easter Real and Nonsense Word Mosaic

Words with 
the ie sound 

= blue

Words with 
the ir sound = 

brown

Words with 
the ue sound 

= pink

Words with 
the ea sound 

= yellow

Words with 
the wh sound 

= green



Easter Real and Nonsense Word 
Mosaic Answers

drime trife white chirt skirt lirt libe guibe tide

fline slide thirteen pide glide bike dirt splibe stride

gime tirl five prize bime kite inside sir cime

trife mirst stride drime dea steam fline pirst stride

white thirsty penue cue glead whip wheck zirst drime

drime stir resue argue heap whink wheel shirt guibe

rirst first biteen firl bird mird girl mirst pirst

skirt thirteen pirst shirt thirsty lirt bird dirt tirl

stride thirsty firl thirteen rirst dirt mird sir pide

guibe five dirt pirst thirsty skirt thirteen drime stride



coes doe stroe toe woe peroes koe joe vloe

heroes joel moes goes whip dotatoes foe potatoes coes

joe potatoes moes whisper wheck wheeb goes doe peroes

foe paul launch wheel which whelb baunch august potatoes

moes doe saul haunted whem jaunty vaul goes joe

peroes heroes vloe moes enjoy potatoes stroe goes heroes

stroe potatoes foe dotatoes gloy heroes doe moes peroes

doe peroes joe goes toy potatoes vloe foe doe

stroe foe heroes peroes loyal joe dotatoes coes moes

goes doe joe potatoes denoy doe foe moes vloe

Easter Real and Nonsense Word Mosaic
Read the words in the grid below and use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture:

Phase 5
Words with the 

wh sound = 
orange

Words with 
the au sound = 

yellow

Words with the 
oy sound = green

Words with the 
oe sound = blue



Easter Real and Nonsense Word 
Mosaic Answers

coes doe stroe toe woe peroes koe joe vloe

heroes joel moes goes whip dotatoes foe potatoes coes

joe potatoes moes whisper wheck wheeb goes doe peroes

foe paul launch wheel which whelb baunch august potatoes

moes doe saul haunted whem jaunty vaul goes joe

peroes heroes vloe moes enjoy potatoes stroe goes heroes

stroe potatoes foe dotatoes gloy heroes doe moes peroes

doe peroes joe goes toy potatoes vloe foe doe

stroe foe heroes peroes loyal joe dotatoes coes moes

goes doe joe potatoes denoy doe foe moes vloe



dea steam phonit phopics phlot trophy alphabet glead cleamy

beat elephant phol phonics nephew phream dolphin dalpha releat

belpha graph phantob phone sphere stolphin phabet alphabet phonit

phopics trophy spray phopics dalpha phopics zlay phone alphabet

alphabet dolphin phonit nephew phone trophy sphere belpha dalpha

phone dalpha alphabet money ronkey trolley dolphin phonit trophy

phonit dolphin belpha phopics valley sphere nephew dalpha sphere

sphere trophy alphabet dolphin phone nephew sphere belpha phonit

heap alphabet phonit nephew sphere dolphin phone trophy breat

least meat dalpha phopics phonit trophy alphabet zea seat

Easter Real and Nonsense Word Mosaic
Read the words in the grid below and use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture:

Phase 5
Words with 

the ph sound = 
yellow

Words with 
the ey sound = 

orange

Words with the 
ay sound = black

Words with the 
ea sound = blue



Easter Real and Nonsense Word 
Mosaic Answers

dea steam phonit phopics phlot trophy alphabet glead cleamy

beat elephant phol phonics nephew phream dolphin dalpha releat

belpha graph phantob phone sphere stolphin phabet alphabet phonit

phopics trophy spray phopics dalpha phopics zlay phone alphabet

alphabet dolphin phonit nephew phone trophy sphere belpha dalpha

phone dalpha alphabet money ronkey trolley dolphin phonit trophy

phonit dolphin belpha phopics valley sphere nephew dalpha sphere

sphere trophy alphabet dolphin phone nephew sphere belpha phonit

heap alphabet phonit nephew sphere dolphin phone trophy breat

least meat dalpha phopics phonit trophy alphabet zea seat


